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October Brian Sketch Comedy

The Dreams of You: A
Volunteer Sleep Study
Sketch comedy from your dreams! Join four uber-qualified sleep
scientists as they guide you through the journey of a single night’s rest — and illuminate what
goes on inside your head when the lights go out.

Songs, movies, paintings, Dreamworks, dream catchers, dream weavers — artists the world over are
obsessed with dreams. Join October Brian Sketch Comedy as they take a slightly more scientific
approach and analyse the contents of your dreams live on stage! Thanks to patented Sleep-to-Sketch
technology, one lucky audience volunteer will have their subconscious bared to the four sleep scientists
running the study (along with any other audience voyeurs who choose to stick around). Come along to
see what unsettling truths are uncovered about the dreamer and the scientists themselves!

Composed of sketches ranging across a full sleep cycle, The Dreams of You floats effortlessly from the
whimsical levity of light sleep to the terror and dread of deep sleep all the way through to whatever the
heck goes on during REM. With unforgettable characters, unexpected collisions of the absurd and the
relatable, and an innovative blend of narrative sketch comedy, physical humor, and mesmerizing dream
sequences, this show will leave volunteer subjects / audience members ready to fill out another waiver
and go another round with their imagination the next night.

Hailing from Chicago, USA to make their Edinburgh Festival Fringe debut, October Brian Sketch Comedy
features Katherine Coates (NPR's Wait Wait... Don't Tell Me!, Reductress), John O'Neill (Opener for Nikki
Glaser), Michael Salles Holtzman (Annoyance Theatre) and Jackson Viccora (Edinburgh Festival Fringe
alum). Technical Direction from Rowan Duncan.

_________________________________________________
LISTINGS INFORMATION

Venue: Greenside @ Infirmary Street, Mint Studio

Dates: 4-12 August 2023 (not 9)

Time: 16:10 (0hr55)

Ticket Prices: £7 / concessions £5

Box Office: +44 (0)131 226 0000 /
https://tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/dreams-of-you-a-volunteer-sleep-study

For more information, phone interviews, or media, contact Jackson Viccora at +1 (703)-232-2736 or via
email at octoberbriansketchcomedy@gmail.com.
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